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This response has been prepared by the Property & Development Committee of
Birmingham Law Society. The Committee is comprised of representatives from
across commercial and residential property, construction, and planning law. The
Birmingham Law Society was Founded in 1818, Birmingham Law Society is the
largest regional society of its kind, representing more than 5000 legal professionals
across Birmingham and the Greater Midlands.
Through our core values of community, advocacy and excellence, we are
dedicated to connecting, championing and supporting all of our members.
We have considered the draft guidance and have some concerns relating to cost,
practicality, and security f he La d Regi
al, a d e e he e
below.
Before we address those points we would welcome he La d Regi
clarification on point 13.3.1., he e i i a ed ha
e i eme i ha all
the parties agree to the use of electronic signatures and an electronic platform in
ela i
he deed . H e e , i 13.5 (Mi ed ig i g) i i a ed ha if i i
ece a f
e a
a deed
ig i
e i k . a d a he
ig
i ha
electronic signature, this can be done by counterpart deeds. This will surely cause
confusion.
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We
ld al like c fi ma i
he he he La d Regi
al f
simple e signatures are only for use in the current coronavirus pandemic as
suggested b he Regi
Ge e al C
el i hi ece bl g, he e he a e ,
O
f he he
ac ice cha ge e ha e al ead i
d ced hi h ld
provide conveyancers with immediate help in meeting the difficulties of working
with paper in the current cri i . .

We ha e c ce
e addi i al c
ha ma be a cia ed i h a la f m
service, especially if it is intended for long-term usage. We are unsure of the costs
of using such a system. It is unlikely that conveyancers will currently be using
such la f m a d ill eed
de a d he Ge e al C
el ie ha
e
believe that a number of businesses that currently provide electronic signatures to
he ec
h ld be able
ickl mee he e c i e ia . The e i clea l a c
to this service. We also need to understand whether the Land Registry will
publish a list of those e signature providers whose systems are acceptable to The
Land Registry. Is the Land Registry itself considering operating a platform? We
think this requires clarification, in particular because the Law Commission in a
ece c
lai
a e did
ake i e i h HM La d Regi
ii i
i e
e
he La C mmi i
ea lie c
lai
a e ha a egi a i
authority needs to have control of the means of execution used for documents
ha m be egi e ed, a ic la l
he e i le g a a ee i ffe ed . ( ee
paragraph 13.1 of the draft guidance).
Our next concern is the practicality of the proposals, in particular, the position of
the conveya ce i bei g e
ible f e i g
a dc
lli g he ig i g
ce . I 13.3.4 f he d af g ida ce he ig i g a d da i g
ce i e
.
S e 1 alk ab
he d ie f he c
e a ce c
lli g he ig i g
ce .
This can be construed as directing that where all parties to a transfer have to
execute the deed only one of the conveyancers can control the signing process.
We would welcome clarification on this point and, if we are mistaken in this
view, can you please explain the process whereby both conveyancers separately
control the signing process of their respective clients.
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We also have concerns about the finer details of the process. If a conveyancer
completes all the requirements of step 1, then step 2 is instigated by the Platform
and an email is sent to the signatories. However, we think step 3 as currently
explained implies that the signatories will receive the email and the text with the
one-time password at the same time. We think the step should be as follows:
1. Platform emails the signatories to let them know the deed is ready to sign.
2. When the signatory is ready to sign and his/her proposed witness is
standing by the signatory should request the one-time password, which
should be sent by return. Only then should the process move on to step 4.
This is probably what the Land Registry has in mind, but clarity in the guidance is
essential. What cannot happen is for the platform to issue both the email and the
text containing the one-time password at the same time. Most OTPs tend to be
valid for only a short period of time, so the signatory must be ready to sign and
have his witness in place when he receives the OTP.
The other problem with practicality here is the fact that not only must the
conveyancer populate the platform with the details of his clients, but he must also
do the same for the potential witnesses. So, his clients must, at some point earlier
in the transaction, select their witnesses and ensure they are willing and able to
act in that role at the appropriate time. This is something that is not required
under the paper system and will cause problems if a selected witness later
becomes unavailable.
Finally, there are concerns over security. We are not saying that paper is risk free
in terms of possible fraudulent activity, but there may be new risks in the
electronic system. For example, unless the Land Registry produces a list of
approved platform providers it is possible that a conveyancer may choose a
supplier whose systems are either not watertight or even fraudulent. It may also
be the case that either the signatory or the witness may introduce a virus or other
malware into the platform.
Also, since the conveyancer is submitting information to the platform containing
the details of the witnesses, would he be liable if it turns out that the witness is
not who he says he is? The conveyancer has a duty to confirm the identity of his
client, but should that duty now extend to the witnesses?
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It may be that we have misconstrued the draft guidance and it is possible that the
Land Registry is only saying that it will now allow registration of deeds signed
using simple e signatures, with the exact method of execution being up to the
parties and their conveyancers. If that is the case, we should be reluctant to
recommend execution of deeds in this way.

16th July 2020
Linden Thomas
President
Birmingham Law Society
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